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Summary January

Coming up
We are currently raising funds via our Valentine's Remembrance
fundraiser. You can donate and place a balloon on the board to

celebrate a loved one who is no longer with us ❤

There are big plans for Scooby's as they are looking to build an
outdoor play area and potentially more kennels. The play area will be

so amazing to give our dogs some exercise and space to just be a
normal dog! 

Finally we are desperate to find more fosters in the UK as our animals
have such success being re-homed here. Please contact us if this is

something you'd be interested in, we'd love to answer your questions
and get you on board if suitable! 

As much as we plan ahead we know emergency situations will come
up that are life and death for the animals involved. We can't let these
poor animals down and we just wanted to say a HUGE THANK YOU  for

your ongoing support every time we are faced with these difficult
situations, raising money in a short space of time. You guys are truly

amazing. 

This January we brought 3 long stayers into UK foster-
Mia, Luna and Molly. Lucky Mia and Luna have found their
forever homes but Molly it still looking for hers! 

We rescued 8 dogs from certain death at the Public
Shelter in Barland and they are now safe at Scooby's. 

Thanks to your generous donations we spayed 5 cats as
part of our ongoing pledge to contribute to reducing the
stray problem over in Romania. 

We have raised emergency funds for animals in
desperate situations including a very sick kitten and
puppies abandoned in a box to die. Thanks to your
amazing support these babies are now safe and
recovering well! 

Michelle

Sugar



DOG OF THE MONTH

Social media channels:

BEHAVIOUR ADVICE

CAT OF THE MONTH

 Kaly
4 Months Old 

Sweet Kitten who loves to play. 
Very affectionate and loves a

 fuss! 

Stella 
3 Years old 

Medium in size 
Sweet and gentle girl. 

Quiet at first but loving once she
gets to know

 you. 

LEADS 

Until your dog is fully settled we always recommend keeping them on lead. 

When your dog first arrives into your home it's is especially important. We recommend double leading your dog
 with a lead attached to their harness and another attached to their collar or a slip lead for the first few weeks. 

Once they are settled and you're ready to teach them some recall we recommend you get them a long line. These
come in all different lengths and are incredibly useful to give your dog some freedom whilst still giving you some

security to grab the lead if you need to. 

Remember every dog is different they need time to get used to you, the world outside is very different.
 Take it at their pace just because other dogs can go off lead from being a puppy doesn't mean it's what the dog in

front of you needs. Their safety should be your number one priority. 
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APPLICATION FORM

Kaly Stella

https://www.instagram.com/rocky_road_rescue/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1331267390398836/
https://www.rockyroadrescue.co.uk/
https://www.tiktok.com/@rockyroadrescueuk
https://www.rockyroadrescue.co.uk/fostering-1
https://www.cognitoforms.com/rockyroadadmin/rockyroadrescueukapplicationform2022

